Date 9/26/2017 - Meeting started at 5:30pm

Attendance:
Mwai- Present
Nicolas- Present
Allison- Present
Annasofia- Present
Kristie- Present
Cory – Not Present

Motion to pause rules

Discussing the Gradskellar event taking place tomorrow at Vicky – discussing layout and drink tickets that need to be requested – possible give away would be notebooks and shirts (Teresa and Michelle discussed)

Awards for blue moon – sometimes two first places

Most give-aways get purchased again in Spring

GSAW – speakers? We have a few give-aways set up – educational/fun- symposium to be held in the ballrooms?

*we need to reserve the ballroom – for different presentations – end of March – competitions

-We need judges for the symposium – we choose them – possibly record presentations – a week long comedy show? Gradskellar? Weekend thing? Waiting on date

-Discussing meeting with Dean of Graduate School – Dr. Gil Friday (waiting on date) at 3pm TBA

1919 rejected Nicolas and Kristie

1886 rejected by Nicolas and Kristie

2043 we need clarification as to if this is considered double dipping because they might get money from CASE and possibly GPSC.

1924 we need clarification as to if this is considered double dipping because they might get money from GSS and possibly GPSC.

Discussion & continued list of requests moved to next meeting

-Faculty letter of support potential change in process discuss & whether we should be rejecting students request based on lack of faculty advisor letter of support or if we should allow them to submit it later, if so how much do we wait